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"AWAKE"

CAST

Madison Hatfield - Hannah

Chris Mayers - Hank

"NED  IS

DEAD"

"THE

WAITING

ROOM"
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DIRECTED  BY

Shaun MacLean

WRITTEN  BY

Nicole Hart & Brent Barron

 

After a 12 year relationship, Ned
and Elliot finally split apart...when

Ned dies. Moving on is hard. For
both of them.

WRITTEN  BY

Chris Mayers

 

After Hannah and Hank's father
kicks the bucket, they have to
pick it back up and figure out

what to fill it with.

DIRECTED  BY

Chris Mayers & Madison Hatfield

CAST

Adam Sherman - Ned

Jessica Claire - Angel

Jason Williams - Elliot

Ebony Jerry - Abby

WRITTEN  BY

Michael Finn & Jeff Sprauve

 

When faced with the facts of your
life, what would it cost to make

things right.

DIRECTED  BY

Michael Finn & Jeff Sprauve

CAST

Lydia Castro - Receptionist 

Gary Champion - Calvin

Naomi Mack - Chelsea

Kenneth Trujillo - Wade
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MADISON  HATFIELD

Madison Hatfield is an actor and writer born,

raised, and based in Atlanta, GA. She is part

of the writing team behind the award

winning feature film PAGEANT MATERIAL

and the forthcoming short film JENNA GETS

AN ABORTION in which she also stars. She is

a cabinet member of the award winning

Shakespeare troupe Shakespeare on

Draught and a member of the sketch team

Eternal Slumber Party. You can also find her

reading to babies and trying to make

nannies laugh during story time at Little

Shop of Stories in Decatur.

 

ADAM  SHERMAN

Adam is a graduate of The North

Carolina School of the Arts. Adam has

been lucky enough to have worked with,

Shakespeare on Draught, Eternal

Slumber Party, The Horizon Theater and

The Alliance Theater during his time in

Atlanta. He is honored to share the stage

with such a special cast.

LYDIA  CASTRO

Lydia Castro is a storyteller and has worked

in all mediums bringing those stories to life.

A California native, she produced a Sketch

Comedy Show at the Lee Strasberg Theatre

in Los Angeles that was later accepted into

the Chicago Sketch Comedy Festival.   

 From this show, the comedy troupe Friends

With Benefits was born and they went on to

be a finalist in the Los Angeles International

Sketch Competition. She then wrote and

produced a short film called Truth Be Told

about her experiences as a mixed race actor.

The Director of Diversity at SAG saw it and

that resulted in her film being screened

during the NY Latino Film Festival, where

she was invited to speak on a panel about

Diversity with other Latino Filmmakers.     A

long time volunteer for the charity Food on

Foot, she shot a short titled Dignity,

highlighting the non-profit’s work.She has

also written and produced a web series

called Livin’ the Dream, LA. Recent

Television/ Film credits include Good Girls,

Dynasty and Conjuring 3.

KENNETH  TRUJILLO

Kenneth Trujillo (Wade) is delighted to be

performing again at The Robert Mello Studio.

A native New Yorker, he has resided in

Atlanta over two years acting in

TV/Film/Theater. His most recent work in

Andres Lugo’s Indocumentada will be

screening at this year’s Georgia International

Latino Film Festival. Keep an eye out for him

in the upcoming seasons of Ozark & Better

Call Saul.

NAOMI  MACK

Naomi is an Atlanta-based

actor/filmmaker. She’s excited to

work with AFAC for the first time,

you can check her out in Jordan

Peele’s upcoming series Lovecraft

Country on HBO.

CHRIS  MAYERS

Chris Mayers is an actor, screenwriter,

comedian, and improviser based in Atlanta.

Born in South Carolina, Chris swears he's not

Conan O'Brien's son, but he understands why

you'd think that. Chris began acting when he

was 12, later studying theater at SCAD and The

Atlantic Theatre in New York City. Extensively

trained in stage, screen, and improv, Chris has

played a variety of roles in films, commercials,

and plays. He's great at petting dogs and

making weird faces. Not necessarily at the

same time, but he's working on it.He was most

recently seen on stage in Theatre Buford's

production of Damn Yankees. You can also see

him on screen as a recurring character on the

first season of FOX's The Resident as Dr. Steven

Butler; on Season 2 of Atlanta as Teke; and on

Season 2 of Ozark as Eddie. And look out for

him in the upcoming Life-Size 2 on Freeform

this Christmas!
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GARY  CHAMPION

Gary discovered his passion for acting after

studying at Florida Agricultural and

Mechanical University; since, moving to

Atlanta, has trained with Dwayne Boyd at

Premier Actors Network. Gary has been in

the stage production of “Butterflies are Free”

and several independent film where he has

worked in front of and behind the camera.

He not only wants to have a successful

acting career, but strives to be a writer as

well.

 

JASON  WILLIAMS

Jason is a local Atlanta

actor/writer/performer. He originally got

into acting during his sophomore year of

high school when he joined the drama

club. From there, he attended Georgia

State University where he graduated with

a BA in speech and a minor theatre. He

continues to hone his skills by taking

acting classes with P.A.N. (Premier Actor's

Network) and improv at Dad's Garage. He

is represented by People Store and has

been in a few commercials including

Hooters, Delta and Spectrum Cable.

JESSICA  CLAIRE

Jessica Claire is an Act for a Change

founder, as well as a wildly ambitious

actor, producer, entrepreneur, and napper.

This is her first time acting, for a change,

with Act for a Change. A native ATLien, you

can usually find Jessica repeating in a

Meisner class, holding business meetings

in a bubble bath, making (and watching)

 films, or reading poetry in a dusty

bookstore (or is she casting spells?).

EBONY  JERRY

Ebony Jerry is a former 2017-2018 intern

at Actors Express. Her theater credits

include: Suzi Nominated for Best

Ensemble The Wolves (Horizon

Theater), Angels in America Part 1 Angel

Understudy (Actors Express); The

Christians Congregant Understudy

(Actors Express). She has her A.A. from

Hillsborough Community College and

her B.F.A from SCAD Savannah in theater,

with a minor in acting for the camera.
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MICHAEL  FINN

Actor, director, writer, filmmaker, and all around

nice guy.     A versatile film and stage actor,

Michael originally got his foray into entertainment

through music, becoming an accomplished

drummer at a young age. After falling in love with

theatre, he quickly transitioned from music to

performing and has over 20 years of experience in

the entertainment industry, with one of his

favorite roles to play being Iago in Othello. After

receiving a BFA from Montclair State University,

Michael went on to direct theatre

including Cosi, The Rise and Rise of Daniel Rocket,

Macbeth, and The Tempest. Taking his knowledge

of acting and theatre, Michael also transitioned to

working behind the lens, and has become an

award winning cinema and theatrical director.    

 As a writer, he has written over a dozen short

films and is currently working on his first full

length feature. He is known to bring endless

energy, unique ideas, and a high level of

professionalism to any set. Full of drive, ambition,

and humor, Michael looks forward to working

more both in front of and behind the camera,

hoping to push limits, erase boundaries, and help

people reach new heights. He embraces any

chance to work with people who do the

same. And he really is a nice guy.

SHAUN  MACLEAN

Shaun is excited to be making his directorial

debut with this production for Act for a

Change! Since graduating from University of

Georgia in 2015, Shaun has been pursuing his

acting career both on stage and on camera.

He is a proud alumni of the ‘17-‘18 Horizon

Theatre Apprentice Company. Recent

theatre credits include: Our Town and The

Laramie Project (Theatrical Outfit), Laughter

on the 23rd Floor (Stage Door Players), A

Public Education (Out of Box Theatre), The

Last Night of Ballyhoo (Stage Door Players), A

Christmas Carol (Theatre Buford), The

Pillowman (Independent Artists’

Playhouse), Freaky Friday (Horizon

Theatre), She Kills Monsters (Out of Box

Theatre). You may have also recently seen

him playing poker in commercials with

Shaq! Thank you for coming out tonight to

support Wellspring Living and live theatre.

Enjoy the shows!

JEFF  SPRAUVE

Jeff Sprauve is excited to take part in his first

AFAC Festival. Growing up in Jamaica Queens,

New York, he had his start in the arts at age 7

performing Easter and Christmas skits at

church. From there he would continue to

perform in numerous theater productions until

making the move to Atlanta with his family,

and shifting the focus to film production. Til

this day, the sci-fi classic, The Matrix, remains

as his biggest inspiration to become an actor.

And, Will Smith. Since moving to Atlanta, Jeff

has had the opportunity to work on Atlanta-

based projects as well as connect with other

like-minded creatives.    With a drive to tell

stories and create opportunity, Jeff began to

also work behind the scenes as a screenwriter.

A recent graduate from Georgia State

University with a Bachelors in Theater and Co-

founder of Imprint Studios, he continues to

stretch himself in his craft. With his unique

voice and creative talent, it is his desire to

portray characters and tell stories that

encourage conversation, change perspectives

and overall leave a positive impact on society.
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ABOUT  WELLSPRING  LIVING

Founded in 2001, Wellspring Living is a non-profit

organization in Atlanta, Georgia that provides domestic sex

trafficking victims and those at risk with specialized recovery

services through three residential programs and two

community-based programs.The programs provide

transformative care through therapeutic services, education,

life skills, and personal and professional development. The

focus for each participant is on developing their courage to

move forward and their confidence to succeed.

MISSION

TRANSFORMING LIVES OF THOSE AT RISK OR VICTIMIZED BY

SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

VISION

A WORLD WHERE EVERY VICTIM OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

HAS ACCESS TO TRANSFORMATIVE CARE
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VOLUNTEERS

VIVIAN  CLIFTON

KAT  BARNES

BRENT  BARRON

GENEVIEVE  LEOPOLD

BRIDGET  STEC

MICHELLE  CIVILE

JESSE  GALLEGOS

 

THANK  YOU  FOR  ALL

THAT  YOU  DO !


